CXP-461 IC

Dimensions & weight
250 x 300 mm
720 gr

Configuration
NIJ 0101.06 Level III + AK47MSC ICW III

Type of protective cover
Black textile

Product application
Tactical Body Armour

AN ADAPTABLE BODY ARMOUR SYSTEM

TenCate Advanced Armour presents the new TenCate Multi-light™ CXP-461 IC Basic Light plate and the additional Operator and Breacher plates. The TenCate Multi-light™ CXP-461 IC Basic Light is an ultra-light plate providing protection against NIJ level III+AK47MSC in accordance with NIJ 0101.06 at only 720 gr and can accommodate the Operator or Breacher plate to increase the protection level to 5.56x45 SS109 or AP ammunition up to NIJ level IV respectively.

The TenCate Multi-light™ CXP-461 IC Basic Light plate is by itself up to 25% lighter than currently marketed AK47MSC plates and reflects TenCate Advanced Armour’s commitment to decrease individual operator load while providing essential protection. The complementary plates offered in the system leverages the protective capability of the Basic Light plate to reach a protection level against higher classified threats. This provides the individual operator the possibility to tailor ballistic protection level on a mission-by-mission requirement, equips the individual operator for a broader range of operations, and decreases the need for units to inventory plates for specific operational requirements.